The correlated data are of great importance in the practical life, for example we may want to track the case of a patient after taking a treatment for consecutive periods of time. Also, we may want to track a disease with the members of a certain family. Finally, we want to know the developement of a certain disease with a patient for different periods of time, … , etc. the binary data, (for example a person smokes = 1, a person does not smoke = 0), (female = 1, male = 0), (the effect of treatment is active =1, placebo = 0), is a type of the correlated data. In this paper, we are applying the classification and discriminant methods on the correlated data (some of them are binary data and the other are not). Usually we are using a one dependent variable and then we classify it into two or more classes. Contrary to what is traditionally followed, in this paper we will deal with two dependent correlated categorical variables each one is divided into two classes. The methods of discriminant analysis are investigated in this paper when we are dealing with the independent and dependent variables both of them is correlated variables. Three methods of discriminant analysis are presented for these correlated data. Finally, different packages of R program are used to classify and discriminant the practical data. The data are named respiratory disorder data, these data are containing binary and continous corelated variables. We have applied different methods of classification and discriminant analysis on these data.
Introduction
This section presents some definitions and review the classification and discriminant analysis methods. The discriminant analysis is used to predict the categorical dependent variables. It is near to analysis of variance and regression. The discriminant analysis was developed by Fisher [7] . The classification and dicriminant analysis is often presented for one categorical dependent variable and more than one independent continuous variable [6] . The LDA is assumed that the measurements from each class are normally distributed whereas the QDA has no assumption.
The CCA package in R program provides a set of functions that extend the cancor() function. It is used to identify and measure the associations between two sets of quantitative variables. Also, it includes a regularized extension of the canonical correlation [8] . The function (candiscList) generalized CDA for all terms in a multivariate linear model; computing canonical scores and vectors [9] . In the past the CDA is restricted to a one way MANOVA [10] . The package (candisc) is generalized CDA for one term in a multivariate linear model computing canonical scores and vectors [1] . It represents a transformation of the original variables into a canonical space of maximal differences [3] . These relations could be useful in other multivariate data [11] . The LR or logit regression [5] is a regression model where the dependent variable is categorical. The LR was developed by Cox [4] . Re-substitution method evaluates the misclassifications and the cross-validation method estimates the error rate by dividing the data into a training set and the remaining data is called the test data set [2] . The lda() function in R is used for cross-validation method. The apparent error rate method is easier method that uses the training sample set. Then we can calculate the proportions of misclassification for sample units into incorrect population. The classification table is formed by comparing the predicted group for each observation to its actual group. Finally, we will use two methods for the stepwise selection: the backward method; the forward method. Stepwise can be done using the package (klaR) with the function stepclass(). This paper presents a new vision for classifying and discriminat analysis for the respiratory disorder data as a practical correlated data. Since in the past we was using a one dependent categorical variable and then we classify it into two or more groups. In this paper, contrary to what is traditionally followed, we will deal with two dependent correlated categorical variables (Treatment and Sex) each one is divided into two groups (Active, Placepo) and (Female, Male) respectively. Section 2 presents, numerically, the classification and discriminate analysis for these practical data using three methods of discriminant analysis (LDA, QDA and CDA) using some packages of R program. Section 3 presents some conclusions.
Numerical Example
We will classify and discriminant the Respiratory Disorder Data [12] . Some packages of R program like klaR, candisc, Ecdat, CCA,…., etc. will be used in this case. The data present the effect of two treatments on a respiratory disorder illness. It contains 111 patients and 444 observations and 8 variables: observations. The next subsections explain numerically three types of discriminate analysis. Before starting the discriminant analysis, we will present the scatter plot of the training sample (set) in Figure 1 : Since we have shown, from Figures 1-2 , the paired correlation between all independent variables (Age,Baseline,Visit,Oucome). Also, the correlation between each independent variable and each category (A, F, M, P) in the train and test sets. Also, we have shown the classification processes for each independent variable according to each category of the two dependent variables (Treatment, Sex), this is clear in the curve distribution for each independent variable. Finally, each group has the same number observations in the train and test sets as shown from the graphical columns for the variables Y's.
The next subsections will present the classification and discriminat processes using the LDA, the QDA and the CDA method.
The LDA
The partimat() function in the [klaR] package can display the results of linear-quadratic classification using any two variables. In Figure 3 we should expect which independent variable is not contributed to the classification process. The independent variable [Visit] 3 X not contributed with Error = 0.649.
Figure 3: Partimat plot (lda)
Now we will explain the discriminate process for the train and the test samples. We will create a dataset called (math) that has the (respiratory) dataset. We will split the data using the (sample) function. The training dataset will be called (math.train) and the test dataset will be called (math.test). Now we will make our model and it is called (lda.math) and it will include all available variables in the (math.train) dataset. Next, we will check the results by calling the model (lda.math) that gives us the details of our model. It starts be indicating the prior probabilities 0.25 of someone being (A, F, M or P). We will now use the (predict) function on the train set data to see how well our model classifies the respondents by class (A, F, M or P). We will then compare the prediction of the model with the actual classification. Next, the misclassification table and its probabilities, and the means of each group of the dependent variables, the coefficients of linear dicriminants can be computed for the train.
The missclassification of training sample is explained in Figure 4 as following: Also, the missclassification of test sample is explained in Figure 5 as following: As we can see from the analysis of training and test sets the results are slightly closed. The misclassification error is low within the training set. So, the classification based on the training set is good. The total error rate is slightly higher in the test data (0.6846847), rather training data (0.6486486). The main reason is there is little distinction between the groups (A, F, M and P). This indicates there is a lot of misclassification.
To determine which of the (independent) variables are more affected, we must eliminate the variables that do not improve the correct classification. For this reason we are used two methods. This is because the correctness rate is increased from [0.365] to [0.36707] as we shown in Figure 6 . This also explains the same results from a partimat plot in Figure 3 . Coefficients: LD1 Baseline 2.0997 As we see from the above analysis, we added the variable(Baseline) 2 X into an empty model. This is increase the correctness rate [0] to [0.35141] as we shown in Figure 7 .
The next subsection presents the QDA as a second method of discriminant analysis of the respiratory disorder data.
The QDA
We have reviewed the LDA as well as learned about the use of the QDA. Both of these statistical tools are used for predicting categorical dependent variables. The LDA assumes shared covariance in the dependent variable categories but the QDA allows for each category in the dependent variable to have its own variance. Furthermore the QDA does not assume homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices. However, we will see that the QDA will do better in this case. This allows for quadratic terms in the development of the model. We need to use the (qda) function for the training and test data sets. First we will begin with the training set.
The independent variable (Visit) 3 X did not contribute much to the classification process as shown in Figure 8 . Since Error = 0.696. This indicates the results that obtained from the LDA. As we worked in LDA, we will work in QDA. The results that obtained from the training sample are: Also, the stepwise direction will be done for the classification process using the QDA. The backward direction is explained in Figure 9 as follows: Figure 10 explains the forward selection method as follows: The next subsection presents the CDA as a third method of discriminant analysis of the respiratory disorder data.
The CDA
In this section, we will investigate the CDA as follow:
The independent variables here are two variables (Treatment and Sex) which have four classes (A, P) and (F, M) for each variable respectively. These variables are correlated. The dependent variables are also correlated variables (Age, Baseline, Visit and Outcome). The CDA has the next formula: Formula = cbind(Age, Baseline, Visit, Outcome) ~ y. Figures 11.a -11 .b presents the Canonical scores for these variables: Figure 11 .a: Canonical scores
As we shown in Figure 11 .a the variable [Visit] arises in the Error region. This insures that it must be exposed from full model. Figure 11 .b explains the canonical scores error region for these variables: 
Wilks test:
df =3, test statistic = 0.83659, approximate F = 6.7235 and p-value = 8.597e-12 ***.
We have a significant association between all classes.
Conclusions
In this paper, we dealt with the respiratory disorder data. These data have two dependent correlated categorical variables (Treatment and Sex). For the classification and discriminant analysis each one is divided into two groups. This means that we are dealt with four calsses (Active, Placepo, Femal and Male). Also, four independent variables (Age, Baseline, Visit and Outcome) all are correlated variables. Three methods of the discriminant analysis are explained. These methods are LDA, the QDA, and the CDA. Different packages of R program are used to classify and discriminant the practical data. Some tables and graphs are presented for explaination and comparison. Finally, some results are conducted from the previous discussion: 4. For the stepwise (forward) selection: in the LDA, the variable (Baseline) is added to the null model, and the correctness rate is raised to (0.35141). But in the QDA the variables (Baseline, Age and Outcome) are added to the null model sequentially, and the corectness rates is raised to (0.38747).
5.
The error rate in all partimat plots indicates that the variable (Visit) was not contributed to other independent variables, with error (0.649) in the LDA method, and with error (0.696) in the QDA method. Also, the CDA method insured that the variable (Visit) must be eleminated from the full model as explained in Figure 11 .b. Since the canonical score error region arrounds this variable. 6 . The QDA and CDA methods have not linear predictors but the LDA method has.
